
  

The Future 

All the political, economic systems are exhausted and are on the final stage of collapse. The 
current World Economy will finally collapse. Global Capitalism will be replaced by Global 
Communism. The system will be not a system of managing functions, but that of ensuring mutual 
intercommunication. The individual personality of people will be expressed through digital 
technology. 
 
The social being will not define consciousness, because unbalanced proportionality is the result of 
financial policy, and Equality is the result of Conscious Revolution. The political chaos and 
Worldwide anti globalism will be replaced by Technological Globalization. 
After the religious war all the religions will fully disappear and there will only be Absolute 
Materialistic Consciousness. The population of the Earth will be enough reduced.    
 
The nations right and left, powerful and anti powerful will finally disappear from international 
political and cultural philosophies, theories, lexicons. This will put an end to the endless conflicts 
and strategies in the world. There will no longer be the nation of politics as we imagine it.    
 
The Future Society will be super industrial, but it won’t be like the present Capitalist society. The 
racism which seems to be endless and the strategies that support and are monitored by the elite 
clusters of the society will finally disappear.  
 
People will communicate in one language. Nations will disappear and People will go back to the 
condition which existed before the construction of the Babylon, when only one language existed. 
This will be Universal Computer Language. 
 
People will at last manage to get Unlimited Amount of Energy without any contribution and losses. 
Technological revolution will bring to elimination of physical work, which will be replaced by Global 
Automatic Systems. Absence of such instincts as satisfaction of stomach and sexual desires, 
destruction each other and others will finally differentiate Man from mammals. There will no longer 
be any need of finance. Global Capitalism will finally disappear. 
 
In future the world will look differently, and its map won’t be an old-fashioned political-economic, 
but a technological – intercommunicative one. The cities won’t be a sky-scrapers labyrinth of 
present bid cities, but a systemized Circle, irrespective of their geography. 
 
Telepathy will allow People and animals deal with each other and get closer. The new level of 
knowledge will allow animals to deal with People through speaking language and carry out 
unqualified work. The skin, hair, eyes of man will be colorless, and Biological, Genetic revolution 
will finally be possible. Each person will produce for himself. Man will reach Maximum Harmony 
with Nature.  
 
Micro chips will improve. There will be one Managing Center and one Human Race. The 
Managing Center won’t be a political structure any longer, but a Super Station that coordinates the 
work of Automated Systems. Its technological super saturation will ensure people’s 
intercontinental, inter planet direct communication. 
 
 
Climatic zones of planet will be changed. Man will manage the weather, will have constant links 
with other civilizations, will be able to study space, inter planet distances. The average length of 
life will be artificially prolonged. Technological super saturation will give birth to Super Human 
Race. People will communicate in an eternal being way, artificial Brain will be created. There will 
only be Global Consciousness.   
 



Formation of new biological forms will allow the continuous development of life on other planets. 
The World War III will end, which will bring to maximal technological super saturation of Human 
race. Intensive star expansion of Space will start. The Future  Society will not live on the Earth. 
Super industrialization will allow people to colonize planets of Solar System and far stars. 
 
Beginning – End, Life – Death, Time – Distance are continuous sequence in Cosmic Harmony.                                                                      
       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


